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 JUDGEMENT 

1. This first appeal has been preferred by the defendants/appellants on being 

dissatisfied with the judgment and decree passed by Ld. Munsiff, No.1, 

Tezpur dated 30-01-2019, vide T.S No- 90 of 2013, whereby the learned trial 

court decreed the suit on contest without cost.  

2. Upon admission of the appeal for hearing, the notice was issued to the 

respondent and the original case record of Title Suit no-90/2013 was called 

for and subsequently received. 
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3. In order to decide the appeal, let me describe, in brief, the facts leading to 

this appeal:-- 

PLAINTIFF/RESPONDENT’S CASE 

4. Case of the plaintiff/respondent appears to be in a narrow campus is that 

plaintiff had purchased the suit land which is an agricultural land, from the 

father of the defendants namely Bogai Koch more than 30 years ago and 

after selling of the suit land the seller i.e. the father of defendants namely 

Bogai Koch requested her to give the land on rental basis for cultivation. 

After considering such request the plaintiff gave the suit land for cultivation 

to the father of the defendants on verbal agreement that the father of the 

defendants would give 3 mons of paddy to the plaintiff per year and 

accordingly the father of the defendants had been paying 3 mons of paddy 

to the plaintiff every year till his death and after the death of Bogai Koch 

defendants also had been paying the agreed quantity of the paddy to the 

plaintiff till the year 2010. But on 20-12-2011 when the son of plaintiff 

namely Niren Nath went to collect the paddy as like before from the 

defendants then the defendants refused to give the same and told him that 

the suit land belonged to their deceased father and after death of their 

father it devolved upon them. That plaintiff again and again asked the 

defendants to give her the paddy as their father had agreed but the 

defendants instead of giving any paddy as before warned the plaintiff not to 

go to collect paddy from them. Thereafter, the plaintiff asked the defendants 

not to enter into the suit land anymore but the defendant threatened her 

from entering into the suit land. It is also stated that on the basis of police 

complaint filed by plaintiff before Chariduar PS on 17-06-2012 a case under 

section 107 Cr.P.C before the court of District Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

had been registered. That defendants have been denying right, title and 

interest and ownership of the plaintiff on or over the suit land by debarring 

her to possess and occupy the suit land. Thus, the plaintiff has prayed for 

decree for declaration of her right, title, interest, ownership and khas 

possession over the suit land, decree for eviction of the defendants from the 

suit land, decree for permanent and prohibitory injunction and restraining 
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them along with their men, agents, servants and associates from entering 

into the suit land.     

DEFENDANTS/APPELLANTS’ CASE 

5. The defendants/appellants contested case of plaintiff by filling written 

statement both in law and facts. The case of defendants/appellants appears 

to be in short campus is that the suit land was never been sold to the 

plaintiff by Bogai Koch and hence there is no question arises of letting rent 

of the suit land to them for cultivation. They also denied existence of any 

verbal agreement amongst plaintiff and them regarding providing 3 mons of 

paddy to plaintiff by them. They further stated that they being the heirs and 

successors of Late Bogai Koch they have been in continuous and open 

possession of the suit land without recognizing the plaintiff as the owner of 

the suit land. They further stated that the son of plaintiff twice came to the 

house of defendant No.1 and threatened them to hand over 1 Bigha of land 

to the plaintiff otherwise to face dire consequences. Hence, prayed to 

dismiss the suit of the plaintiff. 

ISSUES 

6. Upon the pleadings of both the sides the learned trial Court has framed the 

following issues :  

(1) Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of the heirs of Late  
Bogai Koch?  

(2) Whether there was a valid and enforceable sale of the suit   
land by Sri Bogai Koch in favour of the plaintiff?  

(3) Whether the defendants are tenants of plaintiff? 
(4) Whether the plaintiff is entitled declaration of right, title 

and interest over the schedule land?  

(5) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the other reliefs as 
prayed for?  

(6) To what other relief/reliefs the plaintiff is entitled? 
 

7. And during trial, plaintiff /respondent adduced both ocular and documentary 

forms of evidences and per contra the defendant side adduced both oral and 

documentary forms of evidences. 

8. After hearing both sides, the learned trial court by the impugned judgment 

dated 30/01/2019 decreed the suit without cost. On being aggrieved and 

dissatisfied with the impugned judgment, the defendants/appellants 

preferred the present appeal, upon the following grounds: -- 
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GROUNDS OF APPEAL 

1. That the learned trial court committed both error of law and 
fact at the time of passing the impugned judgment and 
decree.  

2. That the learned court below has failed to frame an important 
issue “Whether there is any cause of action for the instant 
suit” and if the learned court below framed the said issue then 
the result of the said suit could have been different.  

3. That the learned trial court did not apply her mind judicially at 
the time of passing the impugned judgment and decree 
specially at the time of deciding the Issue Nos.1, 2, 4 and 5 
hence, the entire judgment and decree appealed against is 
bad in the eye of law. 

4. That the learned trial court committed great mistake and 
gross error in fact and law at the time of deciding the issue 
Nos.1,2,4 and 5. 

5. That the learned court below ought to have decided while 
deciding the issue No.1 that all the heirs of Bogai Koch his 
wife, four sons and one daughter are the necessary parties 
being the suit land is an undivided land no partition took place 
between them and ought to have dismissed the suit for non-
impleading the said necessary parties in the suit.  

6. That while the plaintiff respondent miserably failed to 
corroborate and to prove that the land mentioned in the so 
called sale deed and the land mentioned in the plaint schedule 
are the same land through oral as well as by documentary 
evidence, the learned court below ought not to have decided 
the Issue No.2 and 4 in favour of the plaintiff/respondent.  

7. That it is clearly mentioned in the Jamabandi which is marked 
as Ext.2 by the plaintiff/respondent that as per rectification 
mutation has been done in the name of Surama Devi in place 
of Rameswar Das vide order of Circle Officer dated 15-01-
1992, the learned lower court should not have held the issue 
Nos.2 and 4 in favour of the plaintiff / respondent at the time 
of passing the impugned judgment and decree.  

8. That while Bogai Koch had no saleable title over the suit land 
to the plaintiff respondent which is apparent from the 
documents as well as the evidence of witnesses, the learned 
court below ought to have held the Issue No.2 in favor of the 
plaintiff/ respondent and accordingly declared right, title and 
interest over the suit land as per issue No.4 at the time of 
passing the impugned judgment and decree. 

9. That the respondent plaintiff has failed to prove the sale deed 
as per law on the basis of mutation entry in the revenue 
record of the plaintiff respondent the learned court below 
ought not to have held that plaintiff has satisfactorily proved 
the fact that the suit land was sold by the defendants‟ father 
while deciding the issue No.2 and specially when the plaintiff 
admitted during cross-examination that she was not 
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personally present at the time of execution and registration of 
sale deed and no knowledge about the name of witnesses and 
identifier of seller Bogai Koch in the sale. Moreover, the 
plaintiff has not disclosed the date of purchase of the suit land 
by alleged sale deed in her plaint.  

10. That the learned trial court ought not to give much 
importance on the existence of the name of the plaintiff/ 
respondent in Ext.2 Jamabandi, in Ext.3 (a) & (b) Revenue 
Receipts and in Ext.4 Mutation certificate while passing the 
impugned judgment and decree as those documents do not 
confer any title in the eye of law. 

11. That while the plaintiff has failed to prove her right, title and 
interest over the suit land on the basis of so called sale deed, 
the learned Munsiff court ought not placed the burden of 
proof on the defendant /appellants that defendants have 
failed to adduce any satisfactory evidence before this court 
sustaining the fact that the signature of Bogai Koch was 
obtained in the sale deed through some fraudulent means.  

12. That while the plaintiff /respondent has not acquired any 
right, title and interest in the suit land on the basis of said so 
called sale deed the learned court below ought not to have 
held that plaintiff respondent has carried right, title and 
interest over the suit land by the dint of purchase of the same 
through execution of valid sale deed while deciding the issue 
No.4.  

13. That the plaintiff/respondent relied on Ext.1 i.e. Sale deed 
which execution was denied by the appellant –defendant, 
then it is the duty of the respondent  plaintiff by adducing 
proper evidence and having fail to do so the learned Munsiff 
No.1 ought not to reply on the said sale deed.  

14. That the learned Munsiff No.1 has to give finding on issues of 
title of plaintiff even in absence of claim of adverse possession 
by defendants. In the instant case plaintiff respondent failed 
to prove her title so leaned Munsiff No.1 ought to dismiss the 
said suit.  

15. That while the respondent plaintiff has failed to prove her 
case as per her pleadings the learned court below ought to 
have dismissed the suit instead of passing decree in favour of 
the plaintiff /respondent.  

16. That while it is admitted by the PW-2 Sri Humeswar Das 
during his cross-examination that the suit land is an undivided 
land of the heirs of deceased Bogai Koch and one Beji Koch 
and said Beji Koch had one son and a daughter, the learned 
court below ought to have dismissed the suit for non-joinder 
of necessary parties at the time of discussing the Issue No.1.  

17. That the learned court below misread and misapplied the law 
and facts while deciding the Issue No.2 and 4. 

18. That learned court below has without properly discussing the 
fact and evidence has wrongly decreed the suit. 
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19. That the impugned judgment and decree being passed 
against all the cannons of law and equity and being violation 
of principle of natural justice has caused great miscarriage of 
justice hence said judgment and decree needs to be entirely 
set aside and reversed.   

20. That learned court below has decided the suit without 
properly discussing the oral as well as documentary evidence 
available on record and without justly and lawfully applying 
the same.  

21. That the impugned judgment and decree suffers from 
illegality, material illegality, impropriety and being wrong, 
unjust and inequitable and is against the all cannons of law 
hence, heeds to be set aside. 

22. That the impugned judgment and decree being illegal, 
wrongful, harsh, perverse, inequitable in nature causing great 
miscarriage of justice cannot be sustained under facts, equity 
and law.  

23. That the impugned judgment and decree have caused gave 
miscarriage of justice to the appellants hence the same needs 
to be set aside and the suit needs to be dismissed by allowing 
the appeal.   

 
EVIDENCE OF PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT’S SIDE 
 

9. To decide the contentions of the appellants/defendants let us reproduce 

some relevant portions of the evidences adduced by both the sides. PW-1 in 

her evidence-in-chief reproduced her contentions of the plaint and exhibited 

9 nos. of documents. In her cross-examination she further deposed that she 

had been possessing the suit land since 1981. Since 1981 the suit land is 

under her possession. At the time of possessing the land, the family 

members had measured the land. They have purchased the suit land at a 

consideration of Rs.1,000/- from Bogai Koch. Even after purchasing the suit 

land from Bogai Koch, she is possessing and cultivating the land. They have 

given the suit land to Bogai Koch for cultivating the suit land on agreement 

of providing 3 mons of paddy per year. Bogai Koch since 1981 till his life 

time and then after his death his sons used to provide her 3 mons of paddy 

per year till 2010 as per the agreement. Prior filing of this suit, she gave 

notice to the defendants for their eviction from the suit land. Her husband 

was a Mandal and he used to work at Chariduar Circle Office. At the time of 

registration and execution of Ext.1 she was not present there. In the year 

2011, her son went to collect paddy and take possession of the land, but the 
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heirs of Bogai Koch neither gave any paddy nor allowed him to enter the suit 

land. Ext.3 (A) and 3(B) are the revenue paying receipts of the year 2012 

and 2013 respectively. They have sought relief in order of cultivate paddy on 

the suit land. They want to have the suit land for cultivation.     

10. PW-2 supported the version of the plaintiff by reproducing the contentions of 

the plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief. He in his cross-examination deposed 

that Ext.2 Jamabandi shows mutation in the name of Beji Koch, son of Kula 

Koch. That land was originally owned by Kula Koch and he had two sons 

namely Beji Koch and Bogai Koch. After the death of Kula Koch, his sons Beji 

Koch and Bogai Koch became the owners of that land. He does not know if 

Beji Koch died issueless. During the life time of Beji Koch, share of Beji Koch 

was sold. So far he knows, Beji Koch has a son and a daughter. After the 

death of Beji Koch, the land was in the name of Bogai Koch and under his 

possession of Bogai Koch. Though there is mutation of Beji Koch in Ext.2, 

but there is no mutation in the name of Bogai Koch. Suit land was shown to 

them by Bogai Koch and while it was being purchased in the name of his 

wife, the said land was given to Bogai Koch on the agreement of giving 3 

mons of paddy per year as riot. Since the time of sale of the land till now, 

Bogai Koch and after him, his sons are possessing the said land doing 

cultivation. In Ext.2 as per the order of the Circle Officer dated 15-01-1992, 

by virtue of correction, in the said dag & Patta the name of Smt. Purama 

Devi, wife of Humeshwar Nath in respect of 1 Bighas of land was mutated in 

place of Rameswhwar Das. There is no mention in Ext.2 as to mutation in 

the name of his wife by right of sale. His son Niren Nath went to take 

possession of the land in the year 2011, but the defendant did not allow him 

to take possession of the land. Prior filing of the suit, his wife did not give 

any notice to defendants for their eviction.     

11. PW-3 supported the version of the plaintiff by reproducing the contentions of 

the plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief. He in his cross-examination deposed 

that he does not know what is written in his evidence-in-affidavit. The name 

of the defendants is Late Bogai Koch. Since time of Bogai Koch till now, the 

suit land is under the possession of defendants.   

12. PW-4 supported the version of the plaintiff by reproducing the contentions of 
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the plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief. He in his cross-examination deposed 

that he don‟t know why the defendants are cultivating the suit land. 

13. PW-5 deposed in his evidence that he is working as a Lat Mandal in the 

office of Charidaur Circle Office. Ext.2 is a Jamabandi pertaining to his Lat. 

He has brought the Jamabandi of Lat No.4. Ext.2 is the Jamabandi relates to 

Dag No.224 of PP No.53 of village Bhobolagaon. In Ext.2 as per the order of 

the Circle Officer dated 15-01-1992, by virtue of correction (sonshudoni 

Sutre), the name of Smt. Surama Devi, wife of Humeshwar Nath in respect 

of 1 Bighas of land was mutated in place of Daneswar Das. There is no 

mention in his Jamabandi as to where from and why this correction was 

made. Ext.7 is the Jamabandi brought by him and Ext.7 (1) is the relevant 

entry. He in his cross-examination deposed that in Ext.2 no mutation 

appears in the name of Bogai Koch. Ext.7 was in the name of 7 persons 

earlier and present there is mutation of 6 nos. of persons. The land is ejmali 

in the name of 7 nos. of persons and it was not partitioned.   

EVIDENCE OF DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT’S SIDE 

14. DW-1 has submitted his examination in chief supporting the contentions of 

the written statement and he in his cross-examination deposed that as per 

Ext.4, there is mutation in the name of Surma Devi in respect of land 

measuring 1 Bighas, covered by Dag No.224 of PP No.53, of village 

Bhobolagaon, Mouza- Balipara. He has no knowledge how that mutation was 

done. He knew Rameswar Das of their village. In Ext.1 there is name of 

Rameshwar Das as a witness, he himself has seen it. He does not know if 

the said signature was put by Rameshwar Das himself or not. Though his 

younger brother Lakheswar Koch and elder brother Suren Koch jointly filed 

written statement but subsequently they did not contest the suit.  

15. DW-2 submitted his evidence in chief through affidavit by reproducing the 

contents of written statement and he has deposed in his cross-examination 

that he does not know if in the year 1981, Bogai Koch sold 1 Bighas of land 

to one Surma Devi of Besseira, Tezpur.  

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS & REASONS FOR SUCH DECISIONS 

16. On careful perusal of the Judgment and Order passed by the learned Munsiff 

No-1, Sonitpur, Tezpur this court in the forthcoming discussions, shall try to 
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the decide the following pertinent questions:-  

1. Whether learned Munsiff No-1, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

rightly decided and answered the issues no- 1, 2, 4 

and 5 in favour of the plaintiff? 

2. Whether learned Munsiff No-1, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

rightly decreed the suit of plaintiff providing sufficient 

reasons? 

3. Whether learned Munsiff No-1, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

appreciated the evidences adduced by the 

plaintiff/respondent properly leaving no stone 

unturned?  

4. Whether findings of learned Munsiff No-1, Sonitpur, 

and Tezpur are based upon lawful consideration and 

settled provisions of law? 

17. Taking notes, upon the questions formulated by the court in the upcoming 

discussions this first appellate court shall try to answer the questions above 

including the grounds of appeal of appellant in the light of evidence adduced 

by the plaintiff/appellant as well as the respondent/defendant in original suit. 

18. ISSUE NO. 1 –Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of the heirs of 

Late Bogai Koch? The defendants/appellants pleaded that suit is bad for 

non-joinder of necessary parties as all the legal heirs of Bogai Koch were not 

impleaded in the suit. The defendants/appellants although averred the 

aforesaid plea of non-joinder of parties but they failed to substantiate their 

plea by way of adducing any sort of evidence before this court. On careful 

perusal of the written statement as submitted by the defendants/appellants, 

it disclosed before this court that the actual owner of the suit land was one 

Kula Koch and after his death his sons Beji Koch and Bogai Koch became 

joints owners and possessor of the suit land but due to demise of Beji Koch 

leaving no legal heir, Bogai Koch became the sole owner and possessor of 

the suit land. 

19. On meticulous perusal of the plaint as well as evidence on record it disclosed 

that all the legal heirs of Late Bogai Koch have been impleaded in the suit 

and the defendants failed to lead any evidence to prove the fact that any 
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other legal heirs were there of Late Bogai Koch and they have not been 

impleaded in the suit. In absence of any specific evidence regarding any 

other legal heirs of Late Bogai Koch, this court finds that there is no 

impediment in holding that suit is not bad for non-joinder of necessary 

parties. Accordingly, the findings of the learned trial court in respect of Issue 

No.1 not deserves any interference from this first appellate court and 

consequently the same is upheld.     

20. ISSUE NO. 2 –Whether there was a valid and enforceable sale of 

the suit land by Sri Bogai Koch in favour of the plaintiff? This issue 

relates to the crux of the dispute in hand. The appellants/defendants in their 

Memo. of Appeal raised strong objection against the findings of the learned 

trial court below in respect of Issue No.2 claiming that plaintiff/ respondent 

miserably failed to corroborated and proved the so called deed. It is further 

pleaded that land described in the sale deed and mutation entries are not 

identical. It is further pleaded by the appellant side that in Ext.2 (Jamabandi) 

mutation recorded in the name of Surama Devi in place of Rameswar Das 

vide order dated 15-01-1992. It is also emphatically pleaded that Bogai Koch 

has no saleable title over the suit land and the plaintiff failed to prove the 

sale deed as per law.  

21. In the light of the objection raised in Memo. of Appeal against the findings of 

the learned trial court in respect of Issue No.2, this court thinks it deem fit 

and proper to discuss this issue at the outset prior having discussion over 

the remaining issues.  

22. Learned advocate appearing on behalf of the appellants/defendants Mr. P. 

Saikia has rightly referred the judgment of Hon‟ble Apex Court styled as 

Union of India and others V. Vasavi Co-op Housing Society Ltd. and 

others; AIR 2014 SC 937, wherein Hon‟ble Apex Court held that in a suit 

for declaration of title onus to prove his title is on plaintiff, he cannot 

succeed on weakness of defendant‟s case. It is the settled propositions of 

law that the primary burden of a suit of civil nature lies upon the plaintiff 

who brought the lawsuit seeking reliefs and the plaintiff is to stand on his 

own leg first by adducing evidence showing the balance of probability that 

turns the scale in a civil dispute in favour of a party. Furthermore, in a civil 
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dispute the plaintiff who brought the law suit against other cannot take the 

benefit of the weakness of other‟s case.  

23. Now, in the forthcoming discussion, this court shall try to adjudicate as to 

whether the plaintiff proved her right, title and interest over the suit land by 

adducing trustworthy and cogent evidence. The plaintiff/respondent Smt. 

Surama Devi brought the instant lawsuit against the defendants/appellants 

praying right, title and interest over the suit property with the relief of 

eviction and other consequential relief contending that the plaintiff had 

purchased a land measuring 1 Bigha covered by dag No.224 (new), 34 (old) 

of Periodic Patta No.53 (new) 70 (old), hereinafter referred as „suit land’, 

from the predecessor of the defendants named Bogai Koch in the year 1981 

vide a registered sale deed. It is also pleaded by the plaintiff that 30 years 

ago after selling of the suit land, the father of defendants i.e. Late Bogai 

Koch requested her to keep the land on rental basis for cultivation and 

considering such request plaintiff gave the said land for cultivation to the 

father of the defendants on verbal agreement and as per that agreement the 

defendants father would give 3 mons of paddy to the plaintiff per year. Till 

the year 2010 the defendants had given paddy to the plaintiff, but on 20-12-

2011 when the son of the plaintiff Niren Nath went to collect paddy as 

agreed from the defendants, the defendants refused to give the same and 

claimed the suit land belong to their deceased father and after the death of 

their father, it belongs to them. Thereafter, the plaintiff filed an ejahar 

before the police station and subsequently brought the instant lawsuit 

against the defendants. The defendants/appellants denied the version of the 

plaintiff and pleaded in their written statement that their father Late Bogai 

Koch never sold the suit land to the plaintiff and there is no verbal 

agreement of letting the suit land on rent for consideration of 3 mons paddy 

per year without valid and existence of verbal agreement and defendant 

further claimed that they being the successors of Late Bogai Koch have been 

possessing the suit and without recognizing the plaintiff as owner of the suit 

land. 

24. On meticulous and careful perusal of the written statement put forwarded by 

the defendants it has become crystal clear that the defendants in para No.6 
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of their written statement at the outset claimed that “as per the plain 

averment plaintiff has blended the defendants as tenants of the plaintiff in 

respect of the suit land. If so then the defendants are protected from 

eviction under Assam Temporarily Settled Areas) Tenancy Act, 1971 and the 

plaintiff has not served mandatory notice of ejectment to the defendant‟s 

prior institution of the suit.” In para No.11 of the written statement the 

defendants/appellants further claimed that their father Late Bogai Koch 

never sold the suit land to the plaintiff 30 years ago or at any time. In para 

no.20 of the written statement the defendants pleaded that actual fact is 

that the original owner of the suit land was one Kula Koch and after his 

death his sons Beji Koch and Bogai Koch became the joint owners and 

possessor of the said land. It is also pleaded that Beji Koch died without any 

heirs. Hence, after his death his brother Bogai Koch became the sole owner 

and possessor of the suit Dag. After the death of Bogai Koch his heirs 

became the joint owners and possessor of those land and till date no 

partition took place between them, hence the suit land is an undivided land 

of all the heirs of Bogai Koch. 

25. On perusal of written statement of the defendants/appellants, it appears 

before this court that the defendants in their written statement appears to 

be contradictory with their own version. The defendants in their Memo. of 

Appeal pleaded in para No. (viii) of grounds of appeal, claimed that Bogai 

Koch had no saleable title over the suit land to the plaintiff, but such facts 

were not been pleaded in their written statement rather in para No.20 of 

their written statement they have admitted the fact that original owner of 

the suit land was their father late Bogai Koch and as such the objection 

raised in „grounds of appeal„ in respect of saleable interest of Late Bogai 

Koch of the suit land not appears to be tenable and hence, stands discarded. 

26. The defendants/appellants in their Memo. of Appeal further pleaded 

emphatically that the plaintiff has failed to prove that land mentioned in 

Jamabandi vide Ext.2 and sale deed sale deed Ext.2 to be same. On 

scrupulous perusal of the schedule of the suit land, it disclosed before this 

court that said land measuring 1 Bigha covered by dag No. 34 (new) 148 

(old) of PP No.70 and the defendants in their written statement in para 
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Nos.11 and 20 made it crystal clear by way of admitting the fact that land of 

Dag No.224/34 of PP No.53 (new) and 70 (old) belongs their predecessor 

Bogai Koch, who was the owner of suit dag and Patta of PP No.70, Dag 

No.148 (old), 34 (new). If so, then it disclosed that the 

defendants/appellants themselves clarified and identified the land of Dag 

no.34 (new) old 148 of PP No.70 (old) and 53 (new) are same and identical 

and as such the objection raised by the defendants/appellants in their Memo 

of Appeal does not appears to be tenable in the eye of law.  

27. Now, coming to the question of right, title and interest of the plaintiff over 

the suit land, this court finds that plaintiff/respondent has got the burden of 

prove to establish and substantiate the following facts :  

(i) That plaintiff had purchased the suit land which is an 

agricultural land, from the father of the defendants named 

Bogai Koch more than 30 years ago and after selling of the 

suit land the seller i.e. the father of defendants namely Bogai 

Koch requested her to give the land on rental basis for 

cultivation.  

(ii) That after considering the request the plaintiff gave the suit 

land for cultivation to the father of the defendants on verbal 

agreement on condition that father of the defendants would 

give 3 mons of paddy to the plaintiff per year and accordingly 

the father of the defendants had been providing 3 mons of 

paddy to the plaintiff every year till his death and after the 

death of his father the defendant also had been giving the 

agreed quantity of the paddy to the plaintiff till the year 2010.  

(iii) That on 20-12-2011 when the son of plaintiff named Niren 

Nath went to collect the paddy as like before from the 

defendants then the defendants refused to give the same and 

told him that the suit land belonged to their deceased father 

and after death of their father it devolved upon them.  

28. The plaintiff/respondent at the time of adducing evidence examined as many 

as 5 nos. of witnesses and exhibited following documents :  

  Ext.1  : Copy sale deed No.1125 of 1981 dated      
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       09-03-1981 

Ext.1 (a) to1 (4) :Signature of Bogai Koch 
Ext.2  : certified copy of Jamabandi  
Ext.3 (a) to3 (b) :Copy of revenue receipt  
Ext.4  : Copy of certificate of mutation 
Ext.5  : Certified copy of petition to the O/C,  
     Chariduar PS dated 17-06-2012 
Ext.6  : Certified copy of police report of the  
     Chariduar PS dated 24-06-2012 
Ext.7  : Khata of Jamabandi  
Ext.7 (1)  : Relevant entries  

 

29. I have carefully travelled through the oral as well documentary forms of 

evidences adduced before this court. At the time of appreciation of oral 

evidence, this court finds that PW-1 is the plaintiff, PW-2 is the husband of 

the plaintiff, PW-3 is the son of plaintiff, PW-4 is one independent witness 

and PW-5 is official witness. PW-1 in her evidence exhibited 7 nos. of 

documents and during her cross-examination she supported and 

corroborated the fact that in the year 1981 she had purchased the suit land 

from Bogai Koch. She claimed that she had purchased the suit land and her 

husband as PW-2 claimed that he purchased the suit land. PW-2 

subsequently, in her cross-examination admitted that suit land was 

purchased by him in the name of his wife. 

30. In this case, Ext.1 document unveiled that Bogai Koch, son of Kula sold out 

the suit land in favour of Surama Devi (plaintiff) in the year 1981 and the 

registration date of that deed appears to be 09-03-1981 and same is 30 

years old, for which presumption of genuineness of the document and 

execution will be governed by section 90 of Evidence Act. Presumption of 

genuineness of document cannot be rebutted on the basis of mere averment 

of the written statement. In this case, the defendants in their written 

statement pleaded that their father Bogai Koch never executed any sale 

deed in favour of the plaintiff, but they failed to adduce any sort of cogent 

evidence to establish such facts.  

31. Ext.2 appears to be Jamabandi of the suit land where the name of the 

plaintiff duly been recorded in place of Rameshwar Das. How name of 

Rameshwar Das is recorded in absence of Bogai Koch that was not clarified 
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by the plaintiff during the trial, but on meticulous perusal of Ext.2 document 

it disclosed that the name of Beji Koch has been recorded over the suit 

property and subsequently the names of other co-pattadars recorded and in 

place of Rameswar Das, name of Surama Devi (plaintiff/respondent) had 

been recorded. The name of plaintiff is duly recorded over the new Patta 

No.53, dag No.224 that appears to be the suit land and in the remarks 

column there nothing disclosed that name of Surama Devi has been 

recorded by right of sale in place of Rameswar Das. Admittedly, there is 

certain mistakes in making entry of the name of Surama Devi in place of 

Rameswar Das. There is no settlement record adduced and presented by the 

plaintiff side to show that the name of Bogai Koch was recorded over the 

suit land, but the pleadings of the plaintiff as well as defendants certainly 

proved and established that one Kula Koch was the original owner of the suit 

land and after his death his sons Beji Koch and Bogai Koch inherited the suit 

land and out of those two sons Beji Koch died without any legal heir and 

consequently Bogai Koch became the absolute owner of the suit land. Ext.4 

document apparently disclosed and proved that the name of the plaintiff had 

been recorded over the suit dag and Patta in respect of 1 Bighas of land and 

the defendant side failed to bring out any sort of contradictory evidence to 

dismantle the credence of Ext.4 document.  

32. Leaving apart, Ext.2 document where the name of Surama Devi has been 

recorded in place of one Rameswar Das instead of Bogai Koch, this court 

finds that the name of the plaintiff had duly been recorded over the suit land 

vide Ext.4 document and suit Dag and Patta are appears to be identical with 

the land described in Ext.1 sale deed which appears to be 30 years old 

document. Even if we throw away Ext.2 Jamabandi, still the plaintiff had 

acquired the valid title on the strength of a valid sale deed since from the 

year 1981. There is no contradictory evidence on record upon which the 

Ext.1 document may be discarded. Furthermore, the schedule of Ext.1 and 

schedule of Ext.2 and ext.4 documents appears to be same and till date the 

name of the plaintiff has been recorded over the suit land duly and since 

from the year 1992 the name of the plaintiff stood in the settlement record. 

Learned advocate appearing on behalf of the respondent /plaintiff rightly 
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referred the ratio of Hon‟ble Apex court styled as Karewwa and others V. 

Hussensab Khansaheb Wajantri and others; AIR 2002 SC 504, 

wherein it was decided that… “but the presumption of correctness of any 

entry in revenue record cannot be rebutted by a statement in the written 

statement. Mere statement of fact in the written statement is not a rebuttal 

of presumption of correctness of an entry in the revenue record. The 

respondent was recorded as a tenant in the revenue record in the year 1973 

and under law the presumption is that the entry is correct. It is for the 

appellant to rebut the presumption by leading evidence.”  

33. Certainly the mutation entry of plaintiff was made in the year 1992` and 

since from last 25 years the said mutation remained unchallenged and the 

schedule of mutation entries as well as the schedule of sale deed vide Ext.1 

are appears to be identical. Above all the defendants in their written 

statement admitted that their predecessor named Bogai Koch was the owner 

and possessor of the suit land. Hence, it seen that defendants/appellants 

admitted the right, title, interest and possession of vendor of 

plaintiff/respondent. It is the settled proposition of law that admitted facts 

needs to no further prove in view of section-58 of Evidence Act. Hence, in 

presence of prove of title of vendor of the plaintiff, nothing required more to 

establish the right, title, interest of plaintiff over the suit land on the strength 

of the registered sale deed of 30 years old.  

34. Therefore, in the light of the aforesaid discussion, this court is of considered 

opinion that plaintiff by adducing cogent and trustworthy evidences 

established and proved that suit land was sold out by father of defendants 

Late Bogai Koch by executing a valid and registered sale deed. Accordingly, 

learned trial court rightly discussed and answered issue No.2 and the 

discussion and decision of learned trial court pertaining to Issue No.2 not 

deserve any interference from this first appellate court and consequently the 

same is upheld.  

35. ISSUE NO. 3 - Whether the defendants are tenants of plaintiff? 

Learned trial court at the time of discussing the Issue No.3 answered the 

same in negative against the plaintiff pronouncing that plaintiff/respondent 

failed to prove that defendants/appellants are the tenants of plaintiff. Now, 
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in the forthcoming discussion this court shall try to ascertain as to whether 

the discussion and decision of learned trial court below pertaining to Issue 

No.3 appears to be just and reasonable? Plaintiff/respondent in his plaint 

emphatically pleaded that plaintiff had purchased the agricultural land more 

than 30 years ago that described in the schedule of the plaint and as the 

plaintiff resides 30 Kms away from the suit land, the seller Bogai Koch 

requested the plaintiff to give him the land on rental basis for cultivation and 

considering the distance of the suit land from her residence, the plaintiff 

conceded the request of the defendants‟ father to cultivate the suit land on 

verbal agreement and the defendants‟ father would give 3 mons paddy to 

the plaintiff per year. Accordingly, the father of the defendants gave 3 mons 

of paddy to the plaintiff per year till his death. As such, averment of the 

plaintiff firmly disclosed that the plaintiff‟s plea of tenancy based upon the 

verbal agreement and since from the date of purchase the suit land was 

given to the defendants‟ predecessor Late Bogai Koch for agricultural 

purpose on condition that defendants‟ predecessor shall give 3 mons of 

paddy per year. Accordingly, the paddy were being given to the plaintiff till 

the year 2010. The dispute arises when on 20-12-2011 the plaintiff‟s son 

Niren Nath went to collect paddy from the defendants, they declined and 

demanded the suit land to be their own property. 

36. Per contra, the defendants/appellants in their written statement in para no.6 

pleaded that if the defendants are the tenants of the plaintiff they are 

protected from eviction under Assam Temporarily Settled Areas) Tenancy 

Act, 1971 and there is no notice served for ejectment against the defendants 

prior institution of the suit. The defendants further in remaining paragraphs 

of written statement denied that the suit land never been given to the 

predecessor of defendants as per verbal agreement or there is no condition 

that the father of the defendants would give 3 mons of paddy to the plaintiff 

per year. As such, it is seen that defendant in para no.6 in their written 

statement categorically admitted that if they are tenants of the plaintiff, they 

are protected under Assam Temporarily Settled Areas) Tenancy Act, 1971 

and mandatory notice of eviction is required to be given and subsequently 

defendant/appellants again claimed that there is no such agreement. 
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37. Now, coming to the evidence presented before this court, it disclosed before 

this court that PW-1 in her evidence supported and corroborated the fact of 

giving the suit land to Late Bogai Koch verbally as per verbal agreement and 

till the year 2010, defendants are giving the agreed quantity of 3 mons of 

paddy till the year 2010. On meticulous and careful perusal of the cross-

examination part of PW-1 it disclosed that defendants failed to dismantle the 

credence of plaintiff by way of bringing out any sort of contradictions rather 

PW-1 in her cross-examination emphatically supported and corroborated that 

since the year 1981 till 2010 Bogai Koch and his sons are providing 3 mons 

of paddy to her and she further claimed that Bogai Koch and his legal heirs 

are cultivating the suit land and she had issued notice of eviction against 

them. She also supported that in the year 2011 her son went to bring paddy 

and to take possession of the land but the legal heirs of Bogai Koch declined 

to provide any paddy and prevented him to enter into the suit land. As such, 

it is seen that evidence of PW-1 in respect of verbal agreement and 

providing 3 mons of paddy since the year 1981 till 2010 are appears to be 

unshaken and as it stands. Per contra, the defendants‟ side failed to bring 

out any sort of contradictions from her evidence. PW-2 Humeswar Nath 

being the husband of PW-1 in his evidence categorically supported and 

corroborated the version of PW-1 regarding handing over the suit land on 

verbal agreement with a condition that defendants‟ predecessor Bogai Koch 

shall provide 3 mons of paddy every year to the plaintiff. Now coming to his 

cross-examination part, it unveiled before this court that PW-2 in his cross-

examination supported and corroborated the version of PW-1 by deposing 

that the suit land was sold by Bogai Koch to them. Suit land was purchased 

in the name of his wife and at that time it was agreed that Bogai Koch shall 

provide 3 mons of paddy as riot and cultivate the same land. She also 

admitted that since the land purchased and till date, the land was being 

cultivated by Bogai Koch and subsequently by his sons. He also admitted 

that in the year 1981 Bogai Koch was possessing the land and thereafter till 

his life time. As such, it is seen that PW-2 supported and corroborated the 

fact of that verbal agreement of providing the land to Bogai Koch in the year 

1981 on condition that Bogai Koch shall provide 3 mons of paddy for 
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cultivating the land as riot. PW-3 being the son of plaintiff in his evidence-in-

chief reinforced and corroborated the version of plaintiff and PW-2 and 

during his cross-examination the defendant‟s side failed to dismantle his 

credence.  

38. Therefore, to sum up the evidence on record, it disclosed that the plaintiff 

witnesses fully corroborated and supported the fact of verbal agreement 

between Bogai Koch and plaintiff for cultivating the land on condition that 

Bogai Koch shall provide 3 mons of paddy to the plaintiff per year. Hence, 

from the aforesaid discussion, this court finds that the plaintiff/respondent 

proved defendants to be her tenants as per verbal agreement to the 

required extent. That supports the balance of probability in favour of the 

plaintiff /respondent‟s case. As such this court finds that discussion and 

decision of learned trial court deserves interference from this court by way of 

modifying the discussion and decision of the learned trial court and 

answering the Issue No.3 in affirmative and in favour of the 

plaintiff/respondent. Accordingly, finding of the learned trial court in respect 

of Issue No.3 is modified and set aside.                   

39. ISSUE NO. 4 - Whether the plaintiff is entitled declaration of right, 

title and interest over the schedule land? In the light of discussion and 

decision of Issue Nos. 2 and 3, it unveiled before this court that 

plaintiff/respondent Surama Devi had purchased the suit land in the year 

1981 vide sale deed No.1125 /81 (Ext.1) executed by defendants‟ 

predecessor Late Bogai Koch and after selling the suit land the plaintiff 

allowed Bogai Koch, the father of the defendants, to continue cultivation on 

the suit land with a condition that he would give 3 mons of paddy per year 

and after his death the sons of Late Bogai Koch also paid the paddy till the 

year 2010. In the light of forgoing discussion we have already observed that 

plaintiff has got right, title and interest over the suit land.  

40. Learned advocate appearing on behalf of the appellants vehemently argued 

before this court that on the basis of mutations entries the title of the 

plaintiff cannot be declared and in support of his points of argument he 

referred the following case laws :  

(i) AIR 1997 SC 2181; State of Himachal Pradesh V. 
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Keshav Ram and others, wherein Hon‟ble Supreme 

Court held that presumption in respect of entry in 

revenue record cannot from the basis of declaration of 

title.  

(ii) AIR 1971 SC 681 ; Dayaram and others V. 

Dawalatshah and another, wherein Hon‟ble 

Supreme Court held that order of revenue officer in 

mutation proceeding based on untrue piece of 

evidence has no evidentiary value.  

(iii) (2014) 3 GLR 248; Sadhan Ch. Hazarika V. Atul 

Ch. Das and ors, wherein our parent High Court has 

decided that entry of the name of person in the 

revenue record cannot be the basis for the declaration 

of the right, title and interest, unless how he acquired 

the title is proved.  

41. I have carefully travelled through all the decided case laws of our parent 

High Court as well as Hon‟ble Supreme Court and it finds that it is true that 

the right, title and interest of a party cannot be declared solely on the basis 

of mutation entries and mutation entry only is the basis of paying revenue to 

the government. Now, coming to the instant case in hand, we have already 

observed and discussed in the foregoing discussion that this suit based upon 

the sale deed which is 30 years or more, executed and registered duly in the 

year 1981 in favour of the plaintiff by the owner of the suit land Late Bogai 

Koch and the defendants being the sons and daughters of Bogai Koch in 

their written statement admitted the ownership of their predecessor. 

Plaintiff/Respondent claimed declaration of her right, title and interest over 

the suit land not solely on the basis of mutation entry but on the basis of 

registered sale deed executed in the year 1981, which remained 

unchallenged till the plaintiff brought the instant suit in the year 2013. As 

such, ratio referred by the learned Advocate of appellant not directly 

applicable to this suit as the factual matrix of those cases as well as factual 

matrix of this instant dispute are different. More also, plaintiff by adducing 

supportive and corroborative evidence proved and established the right, title 
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and interest over the suit land on the basis of sale deed executed by Bogai 

Koch long before in year of 1981. Accordingly, discussion and decision of 

learned trial court below in respect of Issue No.4 not deserves any 

interference from this court and same is upheld.     

42.  ISSUE NO. 5 & 6 - Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the other 

reliefs as prayed for? And to what other relief/reliefs the plaintiff is 

entitled? Learned trial court in deciding Issue No.5 opined that plaintiff is 

entitled to decree as prayed for and further opined that plaintiff is not 

entitled to any other relief in Issue No.6. Both the issues are inter-related 

hence, both the issues are taken together for discussion and decision. In the 

light of discussion and decision of all the foregoing issues, this court finds 

that the plaintiff is entitled to decree as prayed for and not entitled to any 

other relief. Accordingly, discussion and decisions in respect of Issue No.5 

and 6 deserves no interference and those are upheld.  

43. Learned advocate on behalf of the defendants/appellants during the time of 

argument empathetically submitted before this court that the suit has no 

cause of action and he referred the following case laws :-  

(i) Boku Mathon and others V. Most. Name not known 

widow of Anathi Thakur and others ; AIR 1978 Patna 

146 ; and  

(ii) Swamy Atmananda and others V. Sri Ramkrishna 

Tapovanam and others; AIR 2005 SC 2392.    

44. Per contra, learned advocate appearing on behalf of the respondent/plaintiff 

strongly argued before this court by raising strong objection against the 

submission of the learned counsel of the appellant contenting that suit has 

cause of action and learned trial court has decreed the suit rightly. On 

meticulous perusal of written statement of the appellant it unveiled that the 

defendant in para no.1 has contended that suit has no cause of action and 

learned trial court has failed to fame any issue in respect of cause of action. 

Now, coming to the fact of cause of action if we go by the definition as 

described in the aforesaid decided cases, referred by the learned counsel of 

the appellant it disclosed that cause of action considered to be a bundle of 

facts affirms by one party and denied by other party. If the plaintiff fails to 
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prove cause of action his case will fail on that account. Again, in the 

foregoing discussion, while discussing the issue Nos.3, 4 and 5 this court 

finds that plaintiff proved her right, title and interest over the suit land. As 

such, this court finds that the instant suit has cause of action and 

consequently the points of argument presented by the learned advocate of 

the appellant appears to be not tenable and stands discharged.     

45. To sum up the aforesaid discussion, this court finds that learned trial court 

has rightly decreed the suit and the learned trial court has not committed 

any material irregularity in deciding the right, title and interest of the plaintiff 

and decreeing the suit as such the findings of the learned trial court in 

respect of all the issues does not any interference from this court. 

Accordingly, Judgment and Decree pronounced by the learned trial court is 

upheld and consequently the appeal is dismissed with cost.      

46. Prepare a decree accordingly. The appeal is disposed of on contest with cost. 

Send down the Case Record, along with a copy of this judgment to the ld. 

Court. Given under my hand & seal of the Court on the 22nd January‟2020. 

 

 

(N. J. Haque) 
Civil Judge 

                         Tezpur, Sonitpur 
Dictated and corrected by me. 

 

 

Dictation taken and  

Transcribed be me: 

        

(J. K Muru), Steno.   

    

 

 

 

 

 

(N. J. Haque) 

Civil Judge 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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ANNEXURE 

Plaintiff Witnesses:   
i PW-1     : Smt. Surama Devi 
ii PW-2     : Sri Humeswar Nath 
iii PW-3     : Sri Niren Nath 
iv PW-4     : Sri Hemanta Hazarika 
v PW-5     : Sri Nirmalya Ch. Nath 

 
         
Plaintiff Exhibits:  

i Ext.1   : Copy sale deed No.1125 of 1981 dated      
     09-03-1981 

ii Ext.1(a) to1(4) : Signature of Bogai Koch 
iii Ext.2   : certified copy of Jamabandi  
iv Ext.3(a) to3(b) : Copy of revenue receipt  
v Ext.4   : Copy of certificate of mutation 
vi Ext.5   : Certified copy of petition to the O/C, Chariduar  

     PS dated 17-06-2012 
vii Ext.6   : Certified copy of police report of the Chariduar  

     PS dated 24-06-2012 
viii Ext.7   : Khata of Jamabandi  
ix Ext.7(1)  : Relevant entries  

Defendant Witnesses:  
i DW-1     : Sri Phanidhar Das 
ii DW-2     : Sri Lalit Ch. Koch 

Defendant Exhibits :  :  NIL 
 
 

 
(N. J. Haque) 

                                                                                                 Civil Judge 
                         Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 


